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i think the problem is the fact that adobe plans on making cs6 a subscription based product and they haven't included a way to purchase it outright. they want to make the creators out to be 'bad people' who hate the customer, but i've always been a customer of adobe products. i've had to upgrade my software every single year from the beginning of cs3 to cs6. the software itself has gotten better, but the update process has been a nightmare. sure, it's cool for the customers to get these huge upgrades, but do the creators have to keep upgrading their tools to stay competitive? i think not. the cs5 upgrade process was a nightmare and i just hope cs6 doesn't be a repeat of cs5. good luck. adobe knows how to screw over its customers. you need to get used to it. the worst part is that adobe doesn't care because they get paid regardless. it's the customers who keep
you in business. they get screwed every time. the problem is that as the software has gotten more capable, it's become less intuitive. if you've just got a new computer, the cs4 version wasn't all that bad. the new features were subtle and easy to master. it was still fairly easy to find the right tool for the job. adobe photoshop elements is a more intuitive, intuitive, user friendly, and has a lot of features. for all you beginners out there. or if you are not a professional but just a beginner photographer who want to do some editing without leaving your pc. i can see why they did it. you see, i am not a professional. so, i like to use my computer for everything and i like to do everything on my computer. so, i am forced to use photoshop in the end. i am also forced to buy adobe products because i need them for some of my work. anyway, the real reason that they did it is that

i am not using photoshop all the time. so, when they decided to charge me for it once a year, it was good.
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i personally prefer ps, but i needed photoshop elements for some experiments. anyway, when i bought photoshop cs6, the problem was that i had to buy it again, as it had no
internet activation. so, for me, was not good. i was very disappointed. but it seems that adobe is not going to fix it. this old machine, obviously dated in hardware and

constrained in memory and disk space, has run every single annual version of photoshop flawlessly up to and including the latest 2022 release. surprisingly, its still extremely
usable for editing in photoshop 2022, even if it technically doesnt meet adobes newer system requirements. the new cc feels very much like a movie: it starts with a nice

introductory movie and then you're in the movie, and after a while you get a nice back to the intro and then you see the whole movie. and now i guess we're in the end, so,
best of luck, adobe. if you are a professional (or pro-am) and use adobe software daily, i still think its a terrific investment. a year subscription is a small fraction of the cost of

a new mac pro, which is a minimum of 10x the price of a subscription. i for one would gladly pay a subscription to have the latest and greatest adobe software (and i mean
that literally, i would pay a subscription for every piece of software from them) and i would happily recommend it to my friends. adobe is not only the tool that lets you create
awesome images. they also provide tools that lets you create awesome websites. especially when you dont want to learn some thing new, make your website responsive, etc.

thats one of the reasons i moved to a mac. i still need to use windows (for photoshop and premiere) because i use a lot of adobe software, but if it was more like jetbrains, i
wouldnt need windows at all. macs are decent enough these days for that. but with the absence of versioning, no proper way to patch them, no way to get more ram, no

proper way to remove the useless junk they put in the menus, no way to integrate the system to what you want, etc. apple is no better and no worse than any other company.
its about the same as microsoft in that respect. both have their good points and their bad points. 5ec8ef588b
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